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CRYSTL GRC'.Tri--- AN-) CA- 'CTMIZA2ICN

Tu Oian-zhang Chen 1.ing-han Tian Wan-chum

(Instiute of Frysics, Academia .'inica)

Abstract

Imperfections such as cracks, inclusions, growth striations, color centers, inhomogen-

eity and cellular structures, that frequently occur in artificially -rown crjstals are
discussed. The phenomena of constitutional super-cooling are dealt with in more letai.

The origins of the occurr'nce of these imperfections and the me-aures adopted to over-

come them are recommended. It is stressed, moreover, that the work on growth of crystals

and their chara'cterization must be closely coordinated so that the final goal of obtjining

rerfect crystals may be attained through successive stages of experiment,.l rasearch.

1, Introduction

The objective of the scientific study of the growth of crystals is to understand

and thoroughly master the prizciples inherent in the btructure of crystals in order to

facilitate the growth of high-quality cvstals which possess specially determined cama-

bilities. *.hat is meant by high quality is crystals which have few imperfactions, have

a-Ch levee of uniform completeness, and, of course, also have good functional prop-

erties (with the exception of a few cases).

The branch of science de-c-ing '.ith the rowth of crystals, from the last centurj

to the present, has undergone a long, slow process of development; it has only been

after the decade of the 1950's, due to semiconductor tecnc-oTj, -nd -articularly after

the rs-id develonment of light excitation technolo-y, that the-e haz been a -ressin

need for all tyces of high Iualit- sin.le-c--ital materials in ordcr to -uuZue on a
lar.e scnle the sur-ing develotment of this brermch of :;cience and to cause he tech-

n-c-l skill of "z-oinj crystals", which had been carried out on the basis of exper-

ience, to gradually become relatively more scientific. --his has been rarticularly- true

in the last ten -earse because of requirements for cr-stals h ich were relatively dif-
ficult to grow as well as ever-higher requirements for the quality of crysItUi, -here

has been und'7".-ken a series of relatively profound rese-rch rrojects into 7any of the

basic phenomena involved in the -rowing process; the thiory of the rc;th of crystis

has achieved a -reet development, and the technolc3, of -rowing c-jszr .s has also been

gre'tly improved. In the area of varicus problms such as the theorj of constitutional



super-cooling ,12 phase diagram theory (3, etc., it has alrerady bnen -ost-ible to apnly
these advances to guide the actual execution of the growing of crystals, and excellent
results have already been achieved. Despite this, however, in the work of _growing crystals,
at prisent, opera-tions based on experience are still the principal trend. Why has there
still been no complete soluticn of the problem of controling the quality of crystals duringt
the process of growth in ozrder to achieve an ideal level? This is the question.

Because of this problem, at -resent, every tyne of approach is being employed which
might speed up the development of the science of crystal growth (including both the aspects
of theory and actual technical expoerimentatian), and these problems completely occupy the
minds of -.orkers: in the field of crystal g3rowth.

Concerning the relationship between crystal growth and chara-cterization as well as the
influence of these two factors on the development of the science of crystal growth, we have
compiled from the literature on the subject as well as from work done h- r3 in China a good

deal of e::perience and instruction ;:.hich approach the problem from all axigles. Here, we take
verr se-iously the discussion of the close orw,-,nio relati.on thip -.:hich e:ziots between the
work of char-acterizi-ng crysv:als and the 3-rowinG of them. 2or the sake of s--e--d and conven-
ience, ..e tried to carry out an analysis using several dif r.nt tya.ez of1 commonly seen
imperfections in cryst-.ls; after that, we carried out some r=reliminaxry discussions cn the
relationships that rmust exist between the oper-ations of char- cte--izinE crystals and grow-
ing t'hem.

, Imperf5ections *,7hich Cormncnly Ar~peared in the Initial

Phase of :csmerirnental Crystal Growth and Ilethods of
Overcoming Th71em As Wdell As the Relationshi-p Between
ihese L-inerfections and Correction IMethods and

Crystal Charactarization

Cryrtals, ,?specially c-rystals -Aiich are :articularl-,, difficult to grow, in -;he initial
rhase of exneriinental growth, often ex.hibit imp-rfections the most ccmi.on of h.!,ich are the
tyes listed below: 1) oracks, 2) inclusicns, 3 j-rwhsrain )clrcnes

inhomoqen -ity, and 6) constitutional -uper-cooling imr' rfections or cellular structures.
3-low we will diztin-ua h between these conditions and discuss th em.

* 1, Cracks
"hen~ attenr'ting to g-row any ty-pe of crystal m-aterial, 'he first type of prcblem one runs

into is fre quently cracks. For examnple# when we try to ,--ow crystals such as Nd*. 'IG9 Li:TbC 3
:3b ind so on, the first crystals grown all encountered problems with cracking. According

to the princi-les of elastic mechanics, cracks obviously, occur due to the fact that stres:;es
within the crystals exceed# in localized areas, the e-:treme limits of material failure.



However, this kind of genzwral kn~owledge is not enough to concretely guid.e the improvement

of growth experiments. Because there_ ?.n a great many reasons for increases in localized

stresses, looking from the angle of growing crystals, measures for overcoming the problem

of crackcing may not all be the same; there miay be several ty-nes of measures to accomplish

'this, even preicisely opposite ones.

-Iftor cryjstal -,owth, the problem of cracking during the process of cooling to room

tempe-nture is an example. It is the general experience that very slow cooling is advan-

tgosto the reduction of thermal stress and is, therefore, advantage-ous in aodn

cracking of crystals -and ot her imperfections. Rarticularly is this so where it concerns

crystails -ith -3latively different rates of heat conductivity. However, -:ra-:ctically speak-

ing, if, in the cocling process, the interior of a cryjstnl develo-ed certain "chanGes",

then, it would be rnossibi e to drop the tempersture rslativel2y quickly and, even so, still

have -:he effect of bein3 advantageous to the nrevoention of cracking. F'or example, SNN

sin.-le crystals, during the most-oven cooling process, .ieveIop, the chermical rcaction below:

3Sr-i~ai'Th 5015  4 f~ ,a3 .aLL0. 1 5 + rN- 2 6

Inis tyee of eut ec-tcid deconrosition. reaction causes chang-es in volume -and cr: ates cincks

in cryst-.ls. DronD- ing the temperature relatively quickclyp for example, drapn the temp-

erature at a rate of 3CO0 Ctnr throueh the eutectoid decomposition reg3ion Prevents the

lutectoid '.ecomnosnition Zrea- ction from t Ilcing place, however, end brings the crystals to

-_66m temer7ture with their stability intact and cratcking prevm'ted.+ And ajain, as an

sesmrplev LiILTbOp during the cor ling process after growring, w-hen the crystals are Egoing

t'hrough their solidification line period, if cocling is done 6"raduallyt then, there develops

the nrecinitation of a secondary compound Li~ 0 (5) ; because of this, cracks can easily
Z6)s ~~331qiky-hoh'ibe caused'' How1ever, if the temperature is dropped relatively more iikytruhti

time period, then, the c-rjstals aga.in arr-ive a room tempera-ture stable and uncracked.

70weverp with res-- to another set of "changes", the methods above cannot be employed.
:,or R~bG crystals, ;uring the process of after-oven cooling, due to cbc Q

sqare' ' Jpoerpen~licular structural change~- n~ crystals3, there are caused ra~ther large

and sudden nhanges in the point drop constant (7) '7hen the cooling is quickt the struct-

ural stresses p: )duced c.an easily produce cracking in crystals. Only a very slow cooling,

causing stresses to slowly be r-eleased, can prevent cracking. Dbny ferro-electric cry7st-.s,

for example BM1T crystals, when cocling goes through its ferro-electric tempecrature change

(I =: 6COC), lue to the Curie point -:icin-ty and the fact that the heat pulsation coeffic-

i-znt o larlty is d1ifferent in different directions, rapid cooling (for exanp-2le, ic00 C/li-r)

.. i12. cause th3 crystals to crack. Howevir, if The temne rature is brcwtt i;nv.?- slowly,
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(for examples 300:"/hr), then, cracking can be avoided

Concerning the situation where there exists a peritechtoid reaction -c7hich leads

to cracking, for example, 63i 203e 4CO? Nand Li~a%' a10as 1w-ell as E2mO 3011' ?), the mehod

for prevent.r-g this craclding 3hould be to accurn-tely select, on the basis of thno Phase dia-

gra-m (-Fig 1)t the compoumding ratio of fusion bodies and, t'he:reby, prevent the occurrence

of the perit~chtbid r!eac-tion (ac shown by M, in Fig 1).

2. f**tt ?"f~ra

1. ig1 An Illustrastive Peritechtoid Phase -Dia ,rm ?I M 1- Ratio of chemical compo-

nents producing peri tech toid reatction 3. M1,-The ac-ual mix of constituents .'zihich -jre-

vent neritechtoid reaction

'.hen bubbles, striation or hiah levels of impurities or inhornoCeneity exist ....-thin

cryotals, the cooling process can also easily cause cracking. ?or example, wzhen crystals
: YAG

are --To%- by tie extraction method, and the lid concent=-ation is excessively Ugh in the
tail portion of the crystals develop bubbles or cloudy s triated layers, th'ere is f requently

cracking during the growth or cooling processes; at this time, there is a need to fi-rst

isrorove the tecbnology of growing crystals (for example, improving heat fields, etc.) in

ordr t reucethi ty. of ±:nprfection in crystals.

Generally speaking, even If the reasons for the phenomenon of crrackinj in simple

crystals are ver complex, it is all the more necescsary to car-y out charnact''rization

concerning this phenomenon, Only after caryina out observatian an-- e::perimental nanalyris

will it be possible to finally uncover the reasons for this phenomenon and the ap-ropri-

ate measures for overcoming it.

2. Inclusions in Crystals

Tbe. term cr.ystal inclusions refers to bubbles, liquid phase inclusions, is well as
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solid phase g-Yreules, etc. Under stress, these Lnclusions can cause cracking; however,

most just seem to be scattered granules within crystals. They are second phase Lnclusions

within crjstals; because of this, reduction of second phase impurities in fusion bodies

wonid obviously help reduce this type of imnerfection. However, as was the case with the

problem of craclking, the causes of this problem of inclusions came from the actual

concrete situation and nothing else; because of this, methods of overcoming this problem

can only be discovered relatively quickly if the work of characterization is closely co-

ordinated with this attempt.

For example, in GGG (or Nd:YAG) crystals grown using an iridium compound, there fre-

quently occur triangular or hexagmal iridium gr"anules; this is due to the oxidation and

reduction reactions carried out between the iridium comoeund, the fusion bodies and the

g-ases in the fu*ace(13J" these reactions cause the iridium to enter the fusion bodies;

later, they finally enter into the crystals. 73perimentation demonstrattes that, in the

case of certain solid rhase granules, these granules can only be easily captured by the

c-ystals when there exists a critical speed of growth V (14)and V is -reater than V

Therefore, the reduction of the speed of -rowth and its fluctuations is also an important

measure in the reduction of sclid phase granules. Also, to give another example, in lid:

YAG crystals -rown in a molybdenum compound in a graphite resistance oven, there are also

often discovered -ranules of molybdenum and carbon. Research demonstraites that, except

for -the proper establishment of methods for the reduction of Pollutants in fusion bodies,

change in fluctuation speed of crystrls has a very obvious influence on the amount of

lolid phase gr-mules in crystals which are -=own, and this fact should command attentic. 1

In Nd:YAG crystals, large bubbles# minute, widely dispersed, invisible small bubbless

and depressed boundary surfaces or constitutional suter-cooling imperfections are all known

to occur. However, in TeO 2 and Pb5Ge3011 crystals, it is reported that(16), in the case

of convex boundary surfaces, it is very easy for crystals to give rise to bubbles; more-

over, wthether bubbles aprear or not is related to the purity of the raw materials used.

'hen the purity of the raw material TeO2 is raised from 99.%' to 99.V994, it is no longer

certain that bubbles will appear, and so on. It is clear that the precise causes of the

.phenomena of the appearance and disappearance of bubbles can only be determined after the

carrying out of detailed research.

Canceming liquid phase inclusions which are caused by the phenomenon of constitution-

al super-cooling, we will temporarily cease the discussion of it here and hold that dis-

cussion until later.

There is still another ty-pe of cryst.l which, in the cooling process, g;ives rise to

second phase -ranules, for example, the prici-itation of LiTbO. crystals ..hich is mentioned

above as well as the products of the general decomposition reaction of a -ompound of nio-

bic acid, strontiuL and sodium, etc. ":o.--wlly, researchers use optical microscopes to

5



observe the external form of grnules in order to differentiate between metallic granules,

liquids, bubbles, etc. In other cases, resr7.rchers use electron probes, ion probes, op-

tical excitation spectroscopy and similar analytical methods of minute dicrimination in

order to characterize the constituents and rhase of -ranules, therej, help-ing to deter-

mine the causes of gT-rnules; however, sometimes, there are difficulties with making

fine distinctions. In such cases, it is poszible to employ su-rrlementary experimentation,

observing the principles of trnnsformaticn which govern imperfections under rarticular
conditions; in this way, it is frequently possible to bring a very rowerful discrimination

capability to the "precise diagnosis" of the imperfection. For example, the precipitation

phenomenon produced when Li!IO. crystals very slowly pass through the solidification line,

causg transparent crystals to become cloudy; however, when the temperature is raised

back over the solidification line, crystals again retun to a transparent state; after

this, if the temperature is dropped relatively quickly, then, crystals can return to room

temperatu-re preserving their single-crystal phase stability and tr-nsparency. T-his kind

of tr-nsformaticnal plasticity, on the one hand, points out a method of overcoming precip-

itation and, at the same time, also makes a powerful deter-ination of the character of

this tynpe of imperfection. Moreover, the bubbles, liquid phase inclusions and solid phase

granules in crystals do not, then, basically change during these types of temperature
changes.

3. Growth Striations

Concerning the appearance in crystals of the striated formation of different layers,

this type of phenomenon is called growth striation. Concerning transparent crystals (for

example, NId:YAG), diffences in constituents lead to changes in the index of refraction;

under vertically polarized light, when one observes a slice of such a sample one sees sev-

eral lines of different brightnesses (actually, they are different layers); their out-

lines actually represent the shape of the boumdary between solid and liquid at each ins-

tant. Careful observation can then discover that the forms of growth striations are ver-y

cormlicated. It is frequently possible to divide them into several g-roups. Some struc-

tures are relatively si-mle and have good periodicity; some forms are very complicated

and have no strict periodicity, even to the point of being completely withcut ov rning

principles. Concerning their classification and zhe causes of their production, Although

there has been unceasing -ork on the subject since the 1960's, it is only --cently that

there :as been a rsla-ively high -1egree of unders-.n-1ing of this zubject. in order to

make the presentation convenientp ..e have drawn Fig 2 in order to explLin the r:zultc of

international research on this problem in the last few y-.,rs.

-I.e cause of growth striation is the difference between solid rhase c.'st-is and

6
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16. Related to G LO unrelated to 9 (See note) 17. Conivection caused by surf ice tension

gradient (3) 18. (4) Forced convection 19. (As stated) 20. laminar flow -4turbulance

21. Rotational tyme 3rowth striaticn 22. (Striation list-nnce equals the pull in one cry-

stal rotation period) 23. Crystal ro t-in 24.' (3eynold niunbe-r Re caused by seed cryrstals

and rotation of the crucible) 25. Incorrect lipat field 26. 7-ach rot-itional period pro-

duces one periodic temperature fluctuation b. (Note) 7Lven though, when g is large (on

the surface), the influence of g conceals surface tension; when z, is small, the effects

of surface temnsion are dominant

liquid phase components, as well as so-c-alled fusion substance segre,:ation -henomena. It

is related to _rowth conditions. Under stable cornitions, the BPS formula, which has

alr~ady been developed(18 is:

K +(1-K)exp{ V} (2

In these equations, C-. is the concentration of "impurities" in crystals; CB is the aver-

age concent--ntion of "impurities" in fusion bodies; K is the coefficient of effective liq-

uation cf "impurities"; K is the coefficient of liquation or segreation of "iimrurities"

on bolmda:-y surfnaces; at low uJll speeds KP91( (equilibrium liquation coefficient); D

is the distribution coefficient of "imru-ities" in fusion bodies; 8is the thic1mess of

"impurity" boundary la-yers; and, V is the speed of crystal Trowth.

Changes in the nerio-licity of K cause t,.he very slow, smooth changes in C S and then

forms the inhonoimneity in the crystals as a ..!hole,

It is necessaryj to 1OL't out the fact that use of the Diis eauations is very liitited

in most fusion 7body 7rowth ,"jst-zms; they,7 are suitable for use in s3ituations where - nrs

in the sreed of ,--ow1th (or the thicimeso of diffusian layers) , cxirlitude and f:re-uency are
-all rlatively small. However, most fusion body -rowth s-'stem l aevrylre ~t

uations in speed of growth and have very obvious non-erniiilibriun zrcp, rties; Cecanse of

this, the BP-S model is certainly an inan'rouriate one to use. :Hoiever, qualitatively7

spnsaking, the 3: S equation certainly has mqaninng as far as leadiing one to a w;of ov :r-

coming ,3rowth striations. Habitually,, -rowth striations are tiviled into two t7.Tes; or.e

is the rotational tyrre growth striatico and t-his ca3n be ascribed to ro-tary -movement of

the crystal or t4'he crucible (the period is the sane in either case). The second is non-

rotary growth striation; .!hethpr the pnriod or time inte-va. of this type is ecalM or

8



unequal to the period of external botdary turbulance or fusion body temperature oscillation

is a very complicated question. Let us explain a few things about Fig 2.

1) Me ability to eliminate growth striation imperfections is the nrcblem of first

importance concerning the existence of materials with same-comeDonent points and the locat-
*

ing and matching of these points with fusion bodies. 'Jhen K* K = 1 hr, theoretically
0

-peaking, licuation phenomena would not exist, In such a situation, since the growth con-

Jtions are not sufficiently stable, clear growth striation phenomena would not appear

either
( 19)

2) Sudden changes in rotation speed can cause the state of liquid flow and temp-

erature in fusion bodies to exhibit changes. Experimentation has already revealed tat (20)

when the speed of rotation is intermitently changed 1 turn per einute, then, clear growth

striation occurs. Moreover, using automatic control methods to very slowly change the rot-

ation speed AW . 0.3 rotations per hour), it is then possible to reduce this type of

growth striatiotn to a very low level. Therefore, a stable rotational speed has particular

importance for the elimination of growth striations.

3) Instability of liquid flow. -ven if, in symmetrical he-.t fields, instability of

external boundary conditions is eliminated, it is still possible for growth striation phen-

omena to occur. Because, in the type of fusion body which is normally emnloyed and is cold

on top and hot on the bottom, there exists unstable heat convection, particlilarly in the

case of fusion bodies with high melting points, relatively large temperature fluctuations,

which are caused by heat-convection instability, are frequently a principal cause of -he

occurronce of -3rowth striation in crystals. In order to control the influence of xnstable

heat convection, the method of crystal rotation is often emplcyed; ;he forced convection

produced by rotation of crystals c.-n take the interface between solid and liquid and "iso-

late" them from each other, also causing the thickness of boundaries to become uniform.

However, forced convection, in and of itself, can cause new -5rowtlh striation.

Another method is to find a way to reduce heat convectionj for examale, reiucLng the
temperture a in fusion, adding inhibitors to fusion bodies in order

to inhibit the flow in those bodies(25-27), lowering the denth of fusin bodie21, 2 etc.

Of course, if there is no gravitational field, there will be no heat conduction lithor.

Therefore, those persons who have -rown crysttls in space (gP0) have achieved excelen:
2e s' 9 / .s

results" However, at the present time itI is still iros-ible to eliiriate convec-

tion caused by surface tensicn gradients( 0 ).

A rmong the methods available for the observzation of -_owth striation are optical micro-

scopes, X-ray imaging techniques, electron probes and ion zrobes as well as other methods.

Among these, the use of optical methods and X-ray imaging are the most common. One of the

important new findings uncovered by these observations is the amplitude of the changes in

the period and components of growth striation. This not only racuires the analysis of

" : .. . .''- " '. .... "-:-, " : : . . . . . .. ... .. . . .. .. . .. . ,:,= z: , .. : . ./l . .. I | q ' l' - ' - A - - ' ' -' "- ' . . "9..



what types of changes there are in the conditions of growth which can cause a cert..in type

of periodic striation; it also relumires a comparison of the levels of importance of the

various types of factors involved in the striation which is caused. This is always a very

delicate -nd, sometimes, a very ljfficult thing to do. Sometimes, it even reaches the point
where there is no discernible order to it. Because of this, the only thing that remains

is to characterize the growth striation and analyze the conditions of growth, then, rput

these efforts together in a timely f7asllonq carry out many analyses and repeated 3rowth

experiments; only then is there the possibility of discovering precise causes and. makinrg

!-rogress toward overcoming the problem. For example, Takagi(31) and others discovered

that the 230 micron-period growth striations which aprear in GO cirystals are produced by

small, sudden changes in the potentiometer power re-adings for each rotation; this is one

example.

It is easy to produce another examplel growth striation is ordinarily a damaging

imperfection; however, in the last few y-ars there has also b-en discovered a very effect-

ive use fz r it, wihich is called boundary surf-ace marking teciriolozr, Thias technique sets
up in the crystal a very clear, temporary mark. It can be employed to accu--ately deter-
mine minu-e -r--wth speeds and chan~ges in thoze speeds; it can distin&gtash cz::-.uitaneously
between different typ)es of growth areas, etc. At present, there are three methcds that

can effectively cattrol striation; they are the vibration method, the temperature me- hod,

and the thermoelectric method. In order to gain a bette-r understanding one should consult

-he literatu-ej,' ,f

*Color Cpanters

-lie -nroblem of cclor cente-rs in cr-ystals includes a c7-7e'It denl of material; concern-
ing o-tical crystals, color centers can l-A to supplmn-r pia asrtio hc

can zrofoiuidly influence the optical capabilities of crystz. For exaMple, a cryttal made
from a e!ompound of neodyniuii, 6l1um-inum and yttrium is a red ish-brol.T color when it comn-

out of th!,e oven azid ruts out almost no li,3ht e::citation . :_here are some '-Id:YA.G C-1-377-1
.rhich, due to the light absorntion of color centers cause the lifght excitatzion ei'2ici:?ncy

of the ci-ystals to drop, severely effeicti g the quality of the cryst7als.
'Ehe causes of color centers in crystals can be d9ivided inzo two ty7pes; one is3 1Imnur-

ities; the other is imperfections in the crystal struicture; this phenomenon is also rela-
ted to the conditions of growth.

Tor exampleo a content of only 4 zpm of Ce3 ions is enough to make ::d:YAG cytl
carry a yello.. color. Moreover, approximately 10 rpm of Dy3 d e2+ ini h .

0iro opia boninrne, can cause the optical excitation of Nd:YAG to bo !Lstr-

oyed -

2 esides this, oxide cr-stals often form color centerc because of short,-q,- of oxygen.
10



If one is growing IbO 3 crystals and if the fusion body content of k20 is too high, even if

other conditions are relatively suitable, the crystals will often apear to have a blue

color because of a shortae of oxygen; under these circu:stances, it is necessary to employ

special heat refining measuris (maintaining temperatures higher than the 150OC melting point

for 24 hr); only after these measures are taken is it possible tc obtain Ture, high-qual-

ity colorless crystals 7). The results of res.arch by several units here in China is that

when fusion bodies are initially employed they always result in a blue-colored crystal;

however, if use of the fusion bodies is repeated several times, even at relatively low re-

fining temperatures, it is possible to obtain colorless crystals. The reason for this is

still not very clear.

Due to the fact that color centers are difficult to directly characterize, it is

necessary to employ supplementary experimentation and to closely correlate crystal growth

experiments in order to aid "diagnosis". For example, one has the idea of adding a certain

type of impurity, observe changes in the color center situation, and, by this means, pre-

cisely determine which kind of trace elements produce which tyees of color centers and the

reascns for these relationships. Again, t ';Tdg N:Y .G crystals grown in a graphite resist-

(34)ance oven as an examole, -4when the crystals come out of the oven, they unexpectedly

have an absorption peak of 3700 angstroms; often, simultlmeously, there is an absorptin

pe~k of 4800 angstroms and the crystals have a brown color. However, somew at later, in

the air, anmealing and ultra-violet tests reverol" : the 3700 angstrom absornticn peak

becomes an even more intrinsic characteristic; only under certain conditions : oes tl.e

I00 angstrom absorbtion neak exist and the crystals have their brown color. if these ccn-

ditions do not exist, the a0C angstrom absorbtion rea.k will not appear. Crncerning the

cause of the 37DO angstrom absorption peak, an analysis of gases in the furnace rev.als

that the oxygen partial -ressure in the furnace is -extemely low, the reduction Of the

gazces is very strong and that the combination of high temror- ture and air -=n n-ling can

completely do stroy the 3700 angstrom absorbtion teak. Because of this, it can be conjec-

tured tht( 5 . 6 ) : given these ki nds of oven gases, the color centers which foin in the

lar-e oryg spaces -.hich form Ln the cr.,st-ls arq the majzr cause nrt ducig the 37"0 tg-

strom absorbtion p Sk. Subsecuent experimentation also revee led that, in the rowth zrc-

cess, the CO contained in the furnace is always added. i2is simoly confirns even more the

possibility of fusion bodies in the growth process or oxygen shortage in the crystals as

(37)ressons for the formation of color centers 7
. However, the extremely low oxygen -'art-

ial tressure in the ses of The oven as well as the strong reduction are both theoretically

(35)capable of causing oxygen spaces; references spoculate that the -- trenely low oxygen

partial pressure is the principal cause. In order tc make progress in actual charact -ri-

zation, specimens of material (4)from the top and bottom portions of crystals, and seperate

samples were t-ken from this material in order to determine the heights corres-onding to

11



the peak values of the 3700 angstrom absorbticn band; it was discovered that, in low temp-
erature areas of the top of the crystals, the peak absorbtion values were all relatively
small; it was demonstrated by the analysis of temperature-related changes in gases that
lowering of the temper ture causes a lessening of the reduction of the CO-CO,2 system; at
the same time, the partial pressure of 02 is lowered. Looking from this point of view,

the appearance of the 3700 angstrom absorbtion peak is primarily due to strong reduction
of the gases in the oven and is not primarily iue to the size of the 0. partial pressure.
This is in very good agreement with the results of annealing experiments on the gases in
a -ranhite resistance oven under high temperature. Because of this, one of the greatest
possibilities is that, with forced or natural gases, the internal oxygen-space imperfec-
tions, which are created in the formation of crystals, could, in this way, explain all
the ex-eri;ental results and point out methods for the elimination of color centers( 4 ).

5. Overall Constitutional Inhomogeneity of Crystals

In systems where the total amount of impurities in fusion bodies does not change,
the ave-a-ge distribution of :olvent in crystals closely corresponds to the formula below:

C3-)CB0(-) -  (3)

0

3is the initial concentration of solvent in fusion bodies; g is the colidification

fractin, that is, the fraction of the total initial volume of the fusion body which is
occupied by the solidified part (assinming that the volume at the time of cr-yal formation
does not change); cS is the solidification ft-ction ':hich is the solid comnonent of g.
?ro the formula above, it is possible to determine that, when K4 lhr, C. changes gradually.
Besides this, the Ineven ev'iporation of constituents can likewise cause the solid bodies
produced in crystnl fo.rmatian tc exhibit a ki.d of =-,-dual change.

,oncerning the macroscopic inhomoeneity of crjstal iomcnents, s-miles of the cry-
stals , an be put through qualitative analysis.

Conce rnig situations where the solvent coefficient of liquation is ve snali, ord-
narl;, fusion bodies with relatively large a-mounts of compund cause crystals -which are

rulled out to only occupy a small fraction of the fusion body; in this case tHe ch fznje
in the value of g is not Treat; this causes the change in -he concentration of Larurit&~s
in crystals to be relatively small; therefore, this improves, across the board, consti-u-
tifonal inhomogeneity. For example, Nd:YAG crystals are usually handled in this way.(58)

Moreover, LibO crystal inhomogeneity is related to the chemical comosition of the
fusion bodies. Cryst-tls which are -rown from Aision bodies which have ideAL compositional
mies (Nb.0 5 and LiO each constituting 50), change on the order of 3X10"4/cm due to the

12
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dual index of refraction produced by constitutional changes. This severely limits the

effective phase match length of crystals. Moreover, fusion bodies which use the same com-

positi (51.5 Nb 2 05 , 48.5' Lai2 0) grow crystals which can have changes as'low as 4x-6'/

cm or less due to the dual index of refraction produced by compositional changes (16)

Again, if one is growing INT crystals from a compound of niobic acid, barium and sodium,

crystals which are grown with fusion bodies made with an ideal compositional mix

have from one end to the other a curie point difference created by dissimilar constituents

of ATe-± 15°C, moreover, crystals grown with fusion bodie s using the same constituent

mixes have corresponding curie point differences of less than _± 5oC(39).

Gentile(40)has also used a "constant-temperaiture-long-bubble" method to cause thor-

ough constitutional uniformity in KTN crystals, it works as follows: under conditions

in which the crucible is hot on the bottom and cold on the top, there is placed at the

bottom of the crucible considerable constituent material close to the solid material for

cryjstil formation. The liquid flow takes the saturated liquid phase on the bottom and

sends it to the top; there, where the temperature is relatively low, crystals form

on the seed crystals. Due to the fact that the temperature of the seed cr7stals is Con-

tant, it is possible to obtain crystals which are completely uniform in theI constituents.

Concerning the curie point differences *rhich are caused by constitutional ihomogeneity,

horizontally AT 4 ± 30C, vertically AT -O°C ( the measurements of the crystals is 40x40x

30 mm).
If the surface layer is uneven, it will then be found that the i.hcmogeneity mentioned

above nct only manifests itself vertically, but also radially. A typical example would be

Nd:YAG crystals grown on a concave surface at<11 .direction; -he centers an,' edges of

these crystals often give rise to core centers and side centers formed byk211'small cry-

stal surfaces. The concentration of 53+ in the core centers will come out approximately

2,o higher than .in neighboring areas that have no small crystal. surfaces. -his is due to

-he segregation coefficient and the crystal surface index being different and causing dis-

parities. In order to overcome this type of inhomogeneity, using crystals ;rown on flat

boundary surfaces to control the anne!_rence of small crystal surfaces is a workable and

effective method.

Another very sensible method is the one reported by Pukuda and others t 4 1); they em-

ployed the guide model method (2FG technique) to grow Li(Nb1  Tax) 03 (x--O.C5), and achieve d

specimens which were relatively uniform throughout. However, the basic principle behind

this method is to determine the liquation coefficient on the 'bsis of surface tension;

the different tyres ef ions in various fusion bodies five different .iquation coefficients

due to the fact that they have different surface tensions; this method certainly does not

have universal ap-lication to the problem of overcoming overall nhomo:eneity in crystals.

13



3, Constitu%,ional Super-cooling and the Imperfections It Causes

:e rhenomenon of constitutional super-cooling is one subject in the theory of crystal

,:h-ch has been researched r latively successfully. The relationship between crystal

fections and growth conditions which this research has uncovered has already received

e a-mounts of experimental verification and has successfully been used to guide the im-

:ement of _r-owth zheclmology.

In the work of experimentally growing crystals, const-antly preventing the phenomenon

constitutional super-cooling is necessary if one is to greatly increase the quality of

:als gr-ovn. However erettab"yihis important nhenomenon was neglected by people

-r a long timel therefore, some people are of the opinion that those who iork with the

-rcwth of c-rst..ls should be made to constantly remind themselves of this phenomenon and

that the words "Constitutional Super-cooling" should be carved on the door of every labor-
(d12)

atory

rat follows combines our own work and reports from q.broad, taking the growth of

crystals by fusion as the main subject, in a discussion of this problem.

1, Theoretical Analrsis of the Phenomenon of Constitutional Super-ccoling

Considering only stable stAe growth systems, if the constituents of the clystals and

the fusion bodies are different, we take and simplify it into a single two- lement system

for purooses of consideration. In this ystem, one tart is seen as an m-rurity in the broad
liquidation

sense; its concentraition is noted as C; if its effective A coefficient is less than

one, then, during the growth process, due to the "rejection" function of the bcund,-y our-

:aces, s concentration gradient cn be produced; therefore, this causes the equilibrium

solidification temperature a' various points on the fusion bodies to undergo changes (see

F g 3 ).
If the positive temperature gradient an fusion bodies is not large enough, as in

straight line I, then, there can still exist in the fusion body a zuner-cocled area (the

shaded section in the figure). This type of super-cooling phenomenon, which is caused by

constituent changes, is refered to as constitutional super-cooling. From Fig 3 one can

see that conditions under which constitutional super-cooling does not appear are when the

rates of slope of the temperature distribution curve for the fusion bodies and the equil-

ibrium solidification temperature curve are at least equal on the boundary surfaces. That

is, in the formula

v> D, (' Ks K

except for the symbols which have -Ilrdy b, 'n used, GL is the vertic-l temr . ture grnAient

14
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iand irre.-dular cellular structures)'( 0 , and, as shown in Yig 4, this leids directly to

minute "threads'' and "dots", which can only be seen under a microscope.

Generally speaking, it is very easy to make people realize that severe network-like
structures are caused by constitutional surer-cooling, and -inute-scale imperfections lL'e
"threads" and "dots" are, therefore, frequently overlooked. In rea.ity, these types of
i.merfections are also the results of constitutional super-cooling, although the severity

of the effects is less. C5D-$2
2) Large amounts of experimental data demonstrate that on a graph relating CB and

G L- , there exists a line of demarcation determining :hether or not network-like struc-

V

tures appear or not. As is shown in Fig 5(1), if one takes these data an. uses them to
construct a chart refle'ting the relationship between GL, CB and V, then, it can be e-sily

seen that the occurrence-non-occurrence line for network-like structures follows changes

in CB or GL; see Fig 5(2) and 5(3). For example, under the growth conditions indicated

at P, if CB is a short time, crystals have no network-like structures; if C3 is a large

amount of time, then, network-like structures do appear.

nodo )and Niizeki (54 )" while growing Rh.LiNbO3 crystals, also discovered that,

when G(/V is somewhat longer time, there also exists an analogous occurrence-non-occurrence

line for growth striation (see Fig 6, extractii from graphs in refernces (.8) and (53)).

his seems to indicate that growth striation is caused by increased temperature gradients

pronmoting convection instability of fusion bodies.

Of course,ilt is entirely possible for there to e:ist this kind of situation: that is,

when the value of G /, which is needed to overcome constitutional surer-cocling, is, at

the same time, large enough to cause growth striation. Almost all the c-ystals which we

saw c-nt-ning the growth striation phenom-non were most likely of this type. For exrmple,

for certain GGG czstals, after using optical methods to examine them from teverl -irections,

.e could not see any -growth striation. However, on an X-r-my iffraction scan, !r"wth stri-

ation was still found to e:ist. (5 ) At the very least, the h:LiITh0, e::ample iemns-ev

that, among the prerequisites for overcoming corstitational super-cooling, the reduc-tion of

the temperature gr-dient is effective in raising the quality of the crystals.

However, the value of G/ cannot arrroach too closely -he critical point. :e still

must consider the temperature oscillation produced by fusion body convecti.'n inst-iity;

therefore, causing temper,-ture redient oscillation. -his type of oscilation cre-%tes -he

posibility for having the disc-iminator line which ---n across the 'tiddle of ?iZ 6 and

describes instantaneous growth speedes, thereby producing Lnstantaneous constitutional a'xer-
cooling. Concerning the critlc-l m%imum value of GL/V, this question is in great need of
attention. 3ecause of this, in order to raise the quality of the single crystals produced,
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Fig 4
Fig A Relationshin Between Constitutional Sumer-cocling and Cryst-il Lmperfecticns C'4s

CalC CS , G

10 G

LV 4' kV

(1) (2) (3)

5

Pig 5
1. Fig 5 The Relationship Between the Occurrence of Network-like Structures in Cr.,otals

and Growth Conditins x-stnds for the occur-ence of network-like structures
in Crstals 0- stands for the absence of network-like st-uctures

we -ust first use an optimum 7alue of GLO

3) If ,re take a group of rrlues of G which have bi- sr emrioyed to 'elirminatp ccsti-

tutional muner-co-ling Auring the nrwth of various cry'stalso %s these values .:lave bein
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reported in several articles, and arrange these vslues in order from largest to smallest,

it is possible to arrive at a pattern like the one in Table I.: the size of GL/V is def-

initely related to the ease of crystal growth. .Jhen materials were used in %rhich the value

of G1/V was very large, c:--stal growth was exceedingly difficult (however, -he values of

U1 measured by various pcrle can, because of the different methods used, be different;

also, the vttlues of V used are not necessarily critical values; therefore, these compar-

ative values can only offer a brief outline of a comparison).

A point worthy of attention is that, due to ecuation (6), the crystal material which

has particularly large constitutional differences between solid and liouid phases requires

relatively large critical values of G1/V; because of this, there is considerable diffi-

culty with crystal growth. Real attention is already being paid to this -oint(4 )

4) In equation (W), what, in fact, does represent? Giving tentative consideration

to the simplified, two part phase diagram (Pig 3()), the liquation coefficient of the im-

purities in this system (imvurities in the broad sense) is K I; therefore, under con-

ditions in which ther e is a fixed degree of super-cooling luring crystal Trowth, the sit-

uation is as diwnlay-d in Fig 3(l). As C. increises, C -C also increases. mherefore,
o~ LS

C3, in this meaning of it, represents the relative 2izes of the constitut±-na:l differences

of the solid and liquid phases. Ccncerni g cryst-.ls which have impurities in them, this

is nothing but the amount of Lm urities contained in them with K,< 41. Concerning the ,,en-

e-nl situation with i nrurities, we can say that any fpoctor -dc is able to cause consti-

tutional Iifferences b -ween solid and licuid nhases can be considered to Ie rprecsnted by

C or examrle, the amounts of L.O or A 0 -..,hich are deviations from th :w-.e constit-

uent =ix and are -rez-en . in LilrbO fusion bodies - '. These could also bp called "ccn sti-

-uti.nal impurities" in order to reflect their difference f ron the other zy-es of impurities

that have been discussed. :oreover, CBr, cryst.als and liquid rhace comronent di.otinctions

can be influenced by the addition of a m-econd compound, C C16 , which can be ad ed ( 6 6 ) .

Therefore, we can just as well call them "comround Lin.urities". Ao-tLn, conc-nftg the sit-

uation of 'usion body growth of crystals like Li(1o, 59Ta ,) and -any other multi-cons-
tituent ct-stals, rovth of there crystals is v-1y close to r of cr-ce!s hb the 4olu-

tion -iethod; C CL$ is relatively lar.t; :rowth sne'dc ara all very small, cr :inz the

comclicated f-ctorn creiti:g cnstituti:nal surer-cooling; ye could Ijust as well :all these
"solition imrurities." There have also been those who have rnised the "stractural super-

cooling" viewpoint(68) p yhich says that fusion bodies or solutions first form cr.ystal form-

ation Imite of diffirnt cizes; the narts or sections grow to the toc of thc cryatls end

stoD in the diffusion layer where they have a function analopous to that of impurities.

, Sev',ral Mfasures for Ovwrcoming Constitutional Super-cooling

Mehtods which are employed to overcome constitutional super-cooling and which have
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Fig. 6

Schematic diagram of component supercooling and growth
layer in GL - V chart

1. Temperature gradient GL (C/millimeter)
2. Growth layer
3. Homogeneous crystal
4. Network structure
5. Growth speed V
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oeen used accord ;!ng to theoretical estimates base:d on succisses in -understanding the theory

of constitutional surer-cooling cani frequently obtain !--atisfying results- According to

equation (4) and equation (2)9 most of the methods increase G L and reduce C 3 o or V.
3elow, the various methods are dis-tinguishe'; and itroduced.

1) C,3 (-z"xsion body constituent). If -imurities ar'e added purrosely inl order to give

-carticular canabilities or characteristics to cr -stals, then they are not a parameter w;hich
o~n b reglated. The only thiP7 is that* lue to --he fact that constitutional supcr-cooling

has limited the snecific growth conditions, th e concentreation of imnurities connotL be too

high. Besides this, other "impur-ities" should all be reduced as much as possible.

Concerning Conpormds which all possess the same constitutional points, their composi-

tions should be precisely analyzed# and, then, using rigorous mixcing technliques, the comn-

nosition of czryssals 3hould be made as close as possible to the composition of fusion bod-

ies. Concerning the comosition of fusion bodies arctmd cry:stals, it is e1ven more necces,-

sary to aryout their zelection accordinr., to actual -,hase dia.-ams and exnerimentation,

Teeare those who say that, iue to 7-any reason7s, it is v-ry difficult to acheive

~heiirlcomn-s4-:ion of fusion 'bodies which -7reuir-d; because of this, -t i sucgest-

e~hta "volley fir:?' metrhod be- used for a:;gotennie+ac *Ltaly

qestimat e the outer 'oo'-aries of the vicinity- of the rr.'. -'ical value, on the ba-sis of this

e3-zi4-a-e, -nake ur eea fusion bodies of differe_-nt co7-ositions, -7nd then, from the 'res-

_- cf -,7ctual crystal - ..rth, c.rry cut a_ cc7,i%-12scn,

CX3nc~nningr fusfon b-Odies of i fL'ed com'rcsi.::on, csnethe *;2lue of G L/Vv and obtain

e isc Iin ato o fo r h iurneor ne n-ocnu-.nce of network-like structures.

e~in 2 eris of trher isrmt:trnon line tsher u- m-d one gets ~icr. ao

lin; srose that 7-e discrimi:nator line and hev~-'lcorsti- tional axis of a fus-

io tody 1-'e--sect at a moint A (iz 7), trhen, -ha" thce fl~sion bodyz con stituent is A, i

is nossiob.e to allow very laz.. j-rt sre-ds -in: still not cause t.-e ccurre-nce of con-
Stitutional suner-Ccoling (G1/V-40). Thersefore, A cc-rezronis to 7she onsinun composition

of fusion bodies at which c 3 -+O (tiiat is, thle zomos-: n roints aro t-ne ontme).

Iactual a-plication, due to the foo t tit is :--icult to Tat a -=ecise anal'~si

Of ;' and, d-Ue to the influence of factorn such as fuaicn body covcinor cold air

i;n the observation window or diff-?=ences bet-ween the Ta.- -.ener-=ture ant-; the iiquid temp-
,?=-tur-eq it i3 frecuently very difcicult to get -.niforn numerical values from one obse-ration

.o the next. Therefore, wn may as well say that she teir-ature g!diecnt is fixed and

only change the null spe.For e::ramplev if -zie '-s iifferent ti1l ame-ds to swdif-
PIZ"n na-ts of t1he same crysotal, as nhown i:n Fie 8; one ca3n then extract, lising the method

in Y'ig 79 the ontimum compositi:r of fusion bodies.

2) S and linuid flow speed are related; tef-.-.tor the liqlui4 flov srnd, the smaller

'is. It has alr' sdy beer, said I'ove thpt' there are- t..-o 'Uinds of convection in fusion
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1A ,W I -'IVOG 44t 4

Al1O [tI 56]

LiNbO, & 20A -1.1 I57]

0 4o4 * -2.5 (581]
Li 2 O=5 "%( jf)l - 2 [59]

LiO=6U!4(0+ )r 5.6 ( 591

9h:LiNbO 1 >2 [53)

Mg:LiNbO, 1.6-3 [54] [60)

Lia * 1-2.3 [61)
LiTaO 38 1.16- [62)

GdGasO,:(GGG) 2.5-3.6 [63]

Ba2NaNbO(BNN) 2.5-4 [64][65]

KNbO, -6 [12]

SrNaLiNboO,3  15-20 [4]

Li(Nbo.9 Tao'. 5)O3 20-25 [41]

2able 1
1. Table 1 Values of G /V Used to Eliminate Constitutional Super-cooling 2. Crystals

and %sion Bodies 3. 0C.hr/m 2  4. Reference source 5. pure 6. mm 7. molecular

8. not large

bodiess heat convection and forced convection. Forced convection is strengthened as the

soeed of crystal rotation increases. Heat convection is strengthened as the temperature

-radient is increased. These tuo tyres of convection are mutually oprosed; therefore,

under any given speed of crystal rotation, the two types of convection resch a balance,

causing the liquid flow of the fusion bodies to greatly weaken; b is obviously increased,

and it is at this time that the phenomenon of constitutional super-cooling anpears; this

=ust be prevented by any means possible (15) In the growing of Nd:YAG czystals, the crit-

ical rotation spe-d value wCv ga 'R3 ' 2 I 1/2d-2 has already been confirmed; in this

case R is the diameter of the crucible. Ordinarily, one emloys relatively low pull opeods

(ver7 convex boundary layers) or slightly high critical values for rota-tion speed (flat

boundary surfaces) in order to prevent constitutional surer-co ling. ihe actual choice of

a high or low spe-d of rotatin ought to consider the possible production of other imper-

fections as well as the size of their influence.

) GL and V

A nodsr'.te rsnge ad 4ust-ent of GL and V is the most effective, simn!-t and -ost conven:.ant

method for overcoming constitutional su-er-cooling. For ex-imple, Nd:MIG crystals norrall'

have a Tr-oth sneed of arrroxirnately Imm/hr; however, under similar conditions, when Nd

and !u:A3 cyotals are miced, they may produce the rhenomenon of constitutional surer-
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Fig 7 Fig 8
1. Fig 7 Illustrative Chart of the rVolley 1. Fig 8 Illustrative Chart of the
Fire" Method of Determining the Optirmum Situation -.hen Different Pull Speeds
Composition of 5-sion Bodies x- netvork-like Are Used to Grow the Same Crystal 2.

structures appear in crystal 0-network-like Constitutional Super-cooling Occurs

structures do not annear 2. Fusion Body 3. Constitutional Super-cooling does
Composition not Occur

cooling. Com-=rchio and others(70took the growth speed and lowered it to 0.03rmm/hr thereby

succssfully overcoming constitutional surer-cooling and obtaLnin crjs-als of excellent
euality. However, excessive increasing of G and lowering of V can also bring iith it dis-L
advantageous influences, such as, instability of heat convection, -ull rod "cral", fluc-
tuations in +emrerature, the izfluence on V will become e-cessively clear, etc., etc.

'i.hen there is no other way, we may as well initially employ a relatively large GL in
order to overcome constitutional surzr-cooling. Because the i.ffluence of constitutional

surer-cooling on crystals will normally be greater than the imp7?rfections caused by thermal

stress, the subsecuent use of a high-temperature, long-duration anealing method eliinates

the thermal stres produced by the size of GL @

4) Recently, Jackson and others(7 )also employed neriodic remelting and rer--owth tech-
niques; in e:-periments, they were able to determine the ortimum period for aid extent of
remelting ; they were also able to take imperfections on the surf-ce of crystals and erad-

icate them. Therefore, under conditions in which the original inclusions pr oduced and
constitutional suner-coollng were not changed, they were still able to achieve " slativel
good results. It seems that this is a new a.venue of apnroach in the overcoming of the

phenomenon of constitutional super-cooling.
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I
4, Conclusions

Above we have alr_-dy seen that characterization is extremely important to the level-

opment of the work of growing crystr's and ought to receive adequate and serious attention;

however, on the other hand, if observation and research on imrerfections does not grow apace

and become related to the parameters of growth and the basic problems of growth, then, that

research and observation cannot be of much help in the growing of crystals; moreover, the

formation and principles of organization of -many imperfections cannot be grasped with com-

rlete clarity (for example, the various kinds of imperfections caused by instability of

liquid flow, which are at present being extensively researched, are of this kind); because

of this, without progess in each of these areas, observation and research alone can be

useless in both the areas of crystal growth and characterization.

We hope that, in the period of experimental growth when crystals are still being grown

badly or not well enough, we will be able to closely cooperate in both areas, take obser-

ved imperfections and relate them to conditions of crstal gro&th, as wei. as carr7ing out

atrro-ria-e numnrical analy!sis, thereby obtaining the ortimn u vnlues for sevei.1 important

conditions, which cmn be used in carrying out yet more rowth e .e--im,_ntation ind, through

repetitions of this cycle, obtain crystals of excellent iuality. At -he same time, we hore

to, step by step, precisely det-ermine and exreri.-entally verify the causes of imr.rfecticns;

perhaps we will be able to discover in the characterization -rocess a ty-e of imperfection

iwhich has a large influence on the carability'r of crIstIs (such as, _-r,)ar diffusion in

17d:Y6G, w:hich severely influences its optical excitation canability) and imnediately "feed-

back" to *he growth process a nrecise correction of growth paraeters and obtain sooner an

even more 7erfect cz7stal of superior ouality.

Thiis is nothing more than being able to gain relatively deep underztnndirg of the -ro-

cess of czystaol growth from observations of imp-?rfections and, thereby, T:idng more :-rcwth

e:rerimentation. Cr, to turn it around, only after repeated experimentatin in cr',stal

growth is it nossible to check out this knowledge, which then makes it possible to offer

even more clues for the improvement of this knowledge. In recent ye-rs, the zc4i.-ce of

c7:rrstal -rowth has been in the process of a rradual aturtion; the -an between theory

and practice has beon gradually narrowed; in some ar-gs there two is-ects have alr -- dy been

'mifieed (critique of attendence at the 1977 Fifth Session of the International Crystal

Growth Conference). The problem of constitutional super-cooling which this article concen-

trates on discussing is an example. Not only can the theory of constitiutitnal nuper-cool-

ing be used to explain the formation of network-like structures which can be seen by the

naked eye, but it c-n also be e::tensively used to explain the occurrence of swv~ral tvr

of imperfection. 3y taking the results of these observations of imperfections and putting
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them through an effective analyris of constitutional zun'er-cooling, one can link them to

many astpects of the ccnditions of crystal gr-owth, can obtain optimum va7lues for these

observed aiaantjties and, thereby, grow c-rystals of high quality.

Due to the gradual -,-atu=ation of conditions, at nresent, internationally, every day

brings more serious attention to the dual problems of crystal g-rowth and characterization.

oreaoe, at npeent there are, already --published, both books and periodical1s calledor (5A,72)
"Crystal arow-th and Characterization" ; owever, there seem to be currently only two

all together and these are of simnple content; this is very inadequate. In order to quick-

en the develorment of the science or crystal growth in China, we suggest that workers in

the fields of crystal growth and characterization coorerate closely and join their -,=nds

in collectiv-e effort to ranpidly raise the level of the work of cry7stal1 growth and character-

ization.

Generall-Y speaking, the international trend has been, in recent years, to take several

cr-st-Cls which hxve rractical value and grow them well and in large quantities; at the

same time, i;n the process of investigiting new mate-rials, there gra-dually apTeared m~any

c~s~ls i:znwere relatively difficult to growl their atnpioation carability was rath~er

ocand levh-a a future; however, there wa:3 still no satisfa-ctory I-rcwth metchod which

lllcwe,.-~ ob--taning of large, high-cuality single crystals; bds limited their amrli-c-

at .~nan:srread. *Among these czrystals wer iclu sion crystals uha ~io(,2
0. 3

ovisi's al:' -..dy 1-mow,, inclusi'-n crtalz aocounz for about haif) * eAgain, as

n -.h n iagram, crystals ;;.hoze soljo-- nha'se 1- e and VuAr'!ase ':--e have larTga
II .- , -" - . -( = '- -,n l a --- t

--- cc. z'a7wc'en them, sucl az, -.-,~C-~bOa so on, -s 'l :c~tl ::r

r cv' omr I rLe c om ro 2Jti cn s nd s-;tru.ctVir es , suizc h a s, K Ig (Al a f I, careiac1a. *ica;

Sr~iLi -~and 7rote;n. crystala, etc., as well is Cr-Istals whose comt~onents

an . structur? ea.sily give rise to chnanges, such t-s, CaCC., KIO,, e-tc. _-, (:c) is i4

zvcohnical -lem men from actual pra.ctIce;, a-, the sine 7,.me, i' ie to the sciernce

of crrsal--owth a new subject for in-derth re--earch. '.ie feel that it is alrce dy time

:o~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ -:',ecrsazta i ifficvtlz -o rszwtd rutit on % a --

work :3chedule. :f 7his tyre of probI-lem in -=sa wth ccull, bep so!l.-ed, on the cne nl

iwoild '-P ieltl'ul to the work of inet~~~new c:rystal maerials, and, on te otner

hand, would 'nromote the st,-a~y level nrnent of crystal zgro'wth heo:.nd technology.

Besidias th-is, chaxacterizaticn methods are veryr numerous; however, iach method has
advetage enddisa~ntaesp and we must choose the strong n L-irrce the weakl; we

enrnot ov-e1remrhasi:e one method to the .,eclect of the otners-. 3.eaking comranti-vey,

onticr.1 metholds r-un from 7Y7f-2CC n st-rmrs and -r anv ?xd electron btmmethodt- can-

reaPch C.~1anFgstros. Therefore, conc- -ni-.x 7err tn'teInerffctions, it is necps-

iary to use (-ray :.can or el ctron microsco'e teclinolot7-. ooevrotical methods are
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simple, convenient and -Isual; morcover, they can exrlain the distribution forms of large-

scale irnmeriections(15); sometimes, it can alsc easily and simply explain problems which

are not easy to explain using X-ray technologpj for example, the rernendicular a,b,andci ax-

ses of crysta ls as -determi-ned by a light cone diga

According to poreliminary estimates, concerning crystals in c~neral (includes crystals

whose level of w-rfection and growth are expnenietal), among their inerfectiaas, it is

r~ossible to use optical methods of observation in about 70-80/l; those which recuire the

use of an electron microsco-ne acount for about 1O~'j; those requiring the use of X-ray

scaning techniques is about 1Co; and other methods ( the corrosion method, the "ra.g omna-
sevnt" method, etc.) account for approximately 5%,

Sometimes,p relying exclusively on direct observation (that is, obse rvation after a

crystal has already completed its 6grcwth) makes it difficult to precisely characterize

imperfections and easy to make mistaken judgments. If, during the process of adding heat
we observe changes in the c7rystals' light cone diagr-mms, we can also visually obser-ve

pIhase charges in the crystals and determine the temrerratures at -*qh.ich 'these -phaze chang-7s
"ake place *In the troces3 of adding he at, we can also observ imnerfections Li

the crystal~s "i operation t , so to speak. 1f rroggresr, is Tmade :1n the apy,1icaticn of

ma, ;etic fields, electric fields or the carryig out of strong light ir. adiaticn, neutron
activaiting irraidiation, and so on, and experimentation and obSQ2 %vatjon is carried out in
these areas, then, there will be even more news to brinF to tbe at-em-nt at nr.cise charac-

terization of imrqrfiecticns.
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Silmary

CRYSTAL GROWTH AND CHARACTERIZATION

Wut Qian-zhang Chen Qing-han Tian Wan-chuwi

(Insititlite of Physics. Academia Sinica)

Imperfections such as cracks, inclusions, growth striation. color centers. inhomnogenelty
and cellular structures, that frequently occur in artificially grown crystals are discussed. The
phenomena of constitutional super-cooling are dealt with more details. The origins of
occuranco of these imperfections and the measures adopted to overcome them are recommend-
ed. It is stressed, moreover, that the work on growth of crystals and their characteriza-
tion must coordinate intimately so that the final goal of obtaining perfect crystals may be
attained through successive stages of experimental research.
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